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Abstract
We introduce a theoretical scheme that exploits laser cooling andphonon-mediated spin–spin
interactions in crystals of trapped atomic ions to explore the transport of energy through a quantum
magnet.We showhow to implement an effective transportwindow to control theﬂowof energy
through themagnet even in the absence of fermionic statistics for the carriers. This is achieved by
shaping the density of states of the effective thermal reservoirs that arise from the interactionwith the
external bath of themodes of the electromagneticﬁeld, and can be experimentally controlled by tuning
the laser frequencies and intensities appropriately. The interplay of this transportwindowwith the
spin–spin interactions is exploited tobuild an analogue of theCoulomb-blockade effect in nano-scale
electronic devices, and opensnewpossibilities to study quantumeffects in energy transport.
1. Introduction
Richard Feynman’s visionary character has served as a source of inspiration for physicists of differentﬁelds. In
his famous talk ‘There’s plenty of room at the bottom’ [1], he identiﬁed awide and diverse number of technical
applications based onmanipulating and controlling devices at very small scales, ultimately, atom by atom.
Independently of their technological prospects, these small devices can display utterly different phenomena
from their large-scale counterparts, the understanding of which lies at the forefront of current fundamental
research. This situation is clearly exempliﬁed by experiments on the transport of charge in nanoscale devices by
electrons (i.e. electronic transport) [2], such as the quantisation of electrical conductance [3], and the control of
currents at the level of single electrons [4]. These non-equilibriumprocesses are ruled by the laws of quantum
mechanics, and can be considered as paradigms in the ﬁeld of quantum transport [5].
Energy, or equivalently heat, transport in small-scale devices can take place in the absence of charge
transport, and is also a topic of fundamental and technological importance. In particular, understanding its
similarities and differences with respect to semiclassical Boltzmann-type theories inmacroscopicmaterials [6]
becomes relevant tomitigate the increasing energy dissipation in the shrinking computer hardware. Even if the
experimental study of energy transport in nano-devices ismore challenging than its electronic counterpart
[2, 7], landmarks of quantum transport have also been achieved, such as themeasurement of the quantumof
thermal conductance [8]. However, to the best of our knowledge, controlling heat transport at the level of single
energy quanta, in analogy to the above electronCoulomb-blockade experiments [4], has not been considered so
far. The purpose of this work is to study the occurrence of such phenomenon by considering the energy
transport through an insulating quantummagnet, and to draw interesting analogies with the electronic
transport inmetallic nano-scale devices.
Although energy transport in solids is generally dominated by phonons [6], other carriers can also have large
contributions, such as electrons in nano-devices as a consequence of the large electron densities rather than a
reduced temperature [7]. In electrically insulatingmagneticmaterials, the contribution of spin excitations
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(i.e. magnons) to the energy transport has been identiﬁed bymeasuring thermal conductances under different
temperatures andmagnetic ﬁelds [9, 10]. Low-dimensional cuprate compounds provide awell-suited testbed to
study spin-mediated heat transport [11], as the anisotropy allows to distinguish the contributions to the thermal
conductivity of the spin excitations (i.e. spinons) from that of the phonons [12].Moreover, these experiments
link to a large body of theoretical studies that explore the relation of anomalous transport with the integrability
of paradigmaticHeisenberg-type spinmodels [13]. Nonetheless, these studies focus on energy transport through
macroscopically largemagnets, whereas we are interested inmicroscopic devices which can be controlled at a
much smaller scale, ultimately, spin by spin. Just as the spin degrees of freedom in single-moleculemagnets can
be exploited to control electronic currents [14] formolecular electronics [15], we aim at controlling and studying
the quantum transport of energy at the level of single quanta by exploiting the spin degrees of freedomof an
insulating quantummagnet.
To analyse a situation of experimental relevance, we shall rely on another of Feynman’s visions. In his lecture
‘Simulating physics with computers’ [16], he put forth the possibility ofmimicking the behaviour of a complex
quantummodel by a different, exquisitely controlled, quantumdevice. This idea, which has the potential of
solving long-standing open questions in the ﬁeld of quantummany-body physics [17], has already found several
applications within the realmof atomic,molecular and optical physics [18, 19]. These experiments can be
considered as performed in some sort of artiﬁcial quantummatter, synthesised to behave according to the
models that are supposed to capture the essence of the complex phenomena observed in the condensed-matter
systems. In particular, Coulomb crystals of trapped atomic ions [20] offer a versatile playground to implement a
range of synthetic one-dimensional quantummagnets [21] that can be designed spin by spin [22].Wewill
introduce a particular scheme to study energy transport in such synthetic quantummagnets, and discuss the
appearance of genuine quantum effects through analogues of thewell-known electronCoulomb-blockade
physics. Althoughwe shall focus on the one-dimensional case, the connectivity of the effective spinmodels can
be changed by considering the two-dimensionalmagnets realised in Penning traps [23], the generalisation of the
separate-well quantummagnets [24] to two-dimensional surface traps [25], or theﬂexibility of digital
approaches to quantum simulations in linear traps [26].
This article is organised as follows. In section 2, we describe a generalmicroscopicmodel to focus on energy
transport throughmagneticmaterials. In section 3, we discuss in detail how all the required ingredients of such a
microscopicmodel can be implemented usingCoulomb crystals of trapped atomic ions, and exploiting available
tools that have been developed for high-precisionmetrology and quantum information processing.We also
derive amaster equation for quantum transport that describes the energyﬂow through a synthetic trapped-ion
magnet, which is used to explore the energy-transport analogue ofCoulombblockade and single-electron
transport in section 4. In section 5,wediscuss a possible strategy to detect the relevant observables and to control
andprobe the energy transport in the trapped-ion setup, andwepresent our conclusions andoutlook in section 6.
2. Energy transport in quantummagnets
A typical experiment to study energy transport inmagneticmaterials [12] in general relies on introducing a heat
source that acts as a reservoir of lattice vibrations, whose energy is then transferred onto themagnetic degrees of
freedomby the inherent crystalline spin-phonon coupling (e.g. scattering of phonons by paramagnetic ions). In
analogy to the theory of electron transport, we consider a pair ofmacroscopically large collections of harmonic
oscillators represented by the phononmodes of the crystal that act as source and drain reservoirs. Therefore, the
reservoirs are described by theHamiltonian
å åw w= + = + ( )† †H H H a a a a , 1
n
n n n
n
n n np p,S p,D ,S ,S ,S ,D ,D ,D
where †a a,n r n r, , are the creation annihilation operators of phononswith frequency wn r, in the Î { }r S, D source/
drain reservoir labelled by a quantumnumbern (e.g.momentum in translationally invariant systems), andwe set
= 1. The source anddrain oscillators shall induce a non-equilibriumenergy current through themagnet under
biased thermal conditions. This bias can bedescribed byGibbs-state reservoirs r µ Ä- -e eH k T H k Tpeq p,S B S p,D B D,
where >T TS D, and kB is Boltzmann’s constant.Moreover, to qualify as reservoirs, their state should not be
modiﬁed by the coupling to themagnetic system r r r= =( ) { ( )} ( )t ttr 0p m p " t , which is typically justiﬁed by
considering themacroscopically large number of degrees of freedomof the reservoirs(1) in comparison to those
of a smaller quantum system they are connected to.
The insulatingmagnetic systemwill be described by somemicroscopic spin-chainmodel
å å= + ( )H h h , 2
i
i
i j
i jm
,
,
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which represents the spin-1/2 particles by Paulimatrices s s s s= ( ), ,i ix iy iz , subjected to local terms (e.g. a
transversemagnetic ﬁeld s= -h hi ix ), and pairwise interactions (e.g. Heisenberg s s= ·h Ji j ij i j, , or Ising
s s=h Ji j ij iz jz, couplings).
As stated above, it is crucial that somemicroscopicmechanismprovides a spin-phonon coupling that allows
energy to be transferred between the reservoirs and themagnetic system. Although theremight be spin-Peierls-
type couplings responsible for the energy exchange [12], which could also be synthesised in the trapped-ion
magnet [27], we shall rely on a generic spin-phonon scatteringmechanism that can be described again as a
pairwise spin-phonon coupling
å å= + + ( )† †H g S a g S a H.c., 3
n i
n i i n
n i
n i i nmp
,
, ,S ,S
,
, ,D ,D
wherewe have introduced the source–drain spin-phonon couplings gn i r, , , and a general spin operator
†Si that
should induce a transition between two eigenstates e eñ  ñ¢∣ ∣ℓ ℓ of the above spin-chainmodel(2), such that
energy can be exchanged between the vibrational andmagnetic degrees of freedom.Within the so-called
orthodox theory of quantum electronic transport [28, 29], the corresponding transition rates, G ¢ℓ ℓ( ), , are
obtained applying Fermi’s golden rule. One can thus calculate such rates for our current problem, and use them
later to describe the energy transport across the quantummagnet.
In the following, we shall use this section as a guiding principle, and discuss the particular trapped-ion
realisation of the above ingredients, namely (a) the source–drain biased reservoirs, (b) the synthetic quantum
magnet, (c) the engineered spin-phonon coupling for the energy exchangemechanism, and (d) the analogue of
the Fermi golden rule transition rates used to study the transport. According to the dependence of the spin-
phonon couplings gn i r, , on the spin site index i, we canmodel either the longitudinal energy transport (see
ﬁgure 1(a)), or transverse energy transport (see ﬁgure 1(b)).
3. Coulomb crystals for energy transport
Before embarking on the above goal, let us start by reviewing the studies on energy transport through trapped-
ionCoulomb crystals that have already appeared in the literature. In the case of lattice vibrations, one possibility
is to consider local quenches, namely pump–probe experiments where an initial excited state with an
inhomogeneous energy density is prepared by some local perturbation, and its evolution under themicroscopic
vibrationalHamiltonian is probed at different instants of time [30, 31]. Pump–probe experiments have also been
performed for the synthetic quantummagnets [32, 33]. Interestingly, for the local quenches [33], bymeasuring
the spread of certain variances for a particular local perturbation [34], these experiments could address the effect
of long-range terms, or additional perturbations, on the anomalous energy transport predicted for the integrable
nearest-neighbour XYmodel [13]. However, ﬁnite-size effects associated to the small number of spinsmay
obscure the results.
The other possibility relies on themore standard transport scenario, where a pair of temperature-biased
reservoirs is connected to the system(1). Unfortunately, the ionCoulomb crystals typically considered in this
context are rather small, and the number of phononmodes differsmarkedly from the requiredmacroscopic
Figure 1.Energy transport in quantummagnets: biased source/drain reservoirs represented by amacroscopic number of harmonic
oscillators in a thermal state with temperatures >T TS D, such that an energy current through a quantummagnet is established. The
quantummagnet is depicted as a chain of interacting spins that can exchange energy with the reservoirs, such that transport occurs
longitudinally along the chain (a), or transversely across it (b).
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number of degrees of freedomof a reservoir(1). On the other hand,more fundamentally, the key property of an
energy reservoir is that it should be capable of supplying/absorbing arbitrary amounts of energy into/from the
systemwithout beingmodiﬁed. Provided that the vibrationalmodes of the ions display this property, which can
be controlled bymeans of laser cooling and heating, onemay consider them as effective thermal reservoirs
despite their ﬁnite number. In some sense, the laser cooling couples the vibrationalmodes to the inﬁnite number
of photonicmodes in the electromagnetic bath, such that one obtains an effective reservoir. So far, this has only
been considered for phonon-mediated energy transport in trapped-ion crystals, where the heat reservoirs
correspond either to individually addressed laser-cooled ions [30, 35–37], or to ions of a different species in
sympathetically cooled crystals [38].
As analysed in [38] (see the detailed supplementalmaterial of that paper), there are some rather stringent
conditions on the cooling rates thatmust be fulﬁlled for the laser-cooled ions to resemble a canonical transport
reservoir. In particular, the cooling ratesmust bemuch larger than the vibrational couplings between distant
ions. As a consequence, standardDoppler cooling by a travelingwave in a linear Paul trap does not sufﬁce, and
other cooling schemesmust be adopted, such as standing-wave cooling [39] or electromagnetic-induced-
transparency (EIT) cooling [40]. Although EIT cooling has been demonstrated [41], both schemes add on to the
complexity of the transport setup, and it would be desirable to devise newprotocols where traveling-wave
Doppler cooling sufﬁces.
According to all the above discussions, we identify a two-fold interest in focusing on the energy transport
through a trapped-ion syntheticmagnet, rather than via lattice vibrations. As shown below, the energy transport
setup shall only require traveling-waveDoppler cooling. Besides, the intrinsic nonlinearities associated to the
syntheticmagnet shall yield a heat analog of Coulomb-blockade physics, paving theway to access a so far
neglected, yet relevant and new, quantum effect in energy transport.
Once this has been discussed, we can embark upon the description of the trapped-ion realisations of (a) the
source–drain biased reservoirs, (b) the synthetic quantummagnet, (c) the engineered spin-phonon coupling for
the energy exchange, and (d) the analogue of the Fermi golden rule transition rates used to study the energy
transport.
3.1. Collective transport reservoirs
Weconsider amixedCoulomb crystal ofN atomic ions of two different species/isotopes (e.g. +Mg25 and
+Mg26 ), conﬁned in a linear Paul trapwith frequencies w w w¹x y z . The collective lattice vibrations of this
crystal can be described in terms of three phonon branches
åw=
a
a a a ( )†H a a , 4
n
n n np
,
, , ,
wherewe have introduced the vibrational frequencies w an, for each normalmode Î ¼{ }n N1, , in each branch
a Î { }x y z, , , and the creation-annihilation operators a a† †a a,n n, , of phonons for each of those frequencies. The
ions are subjected to a laser beam tuned close to the resonance of a dipole-allowed transition of one of the atomic
species, which shall be referred to as the ionic coolant (e.g. +Mg26 ), responsible for sympathetic Doppler cooling
to feature the characteristics of a energy-transport reservoir. However, we consider here a regime opposite to our
previouswork [38]: we use individual laser-cooling rates [39] that aremuchweaker than the couplings between
the vibrations around the equilibriumpositions of ions of a different species. In this limit, laser cooling pumps
the collective vibrationalmodes, and not the local vibrations [38], into a thermal steady state. This eases the
requirements substantially on the cooling schemes discussed above.
If the traveling-wave beam is directed along the axis of the trap, it induces a damping of the longitudinal
phonons described by a dissipation Lindblad-type [42] super-operator, namely
å år r r= - +
=+ -
( ) ( ) ( )† † L L L L H.c., 5
n s
n s n s n s n sp p
,
, p , , , p
with the following jump operators
= G = G+ + - - ( )†L a L a, , 6n n n z n n n z, , , , , ,
where the heating (cooling) rates G G+ -( )n n, , can be obtained from the laser-cooling rates of a single ion wG( )t
[39]with a trap frequency corresponding to the normalmode frequency w w= n zt , , after considering the
normal-mode displacementsi nz, at the positions of the ionic coolants
å ww wG = G ( ) ( ) ( ) . 7n i i n
z z
n z
n z, ,
2
,
,
Since the longitudinalmodes arewell separated in frequencies, we can focus on a couple ofmodes, which
will play the role of the source and drain thermal reservoirs Î ¼{ }n n N, 1, ,S D .When the laser beam is red
detuned from the dipole-allowed transition, G < G+ -n n, , , the normalmodes areDoppler cooled to the desired
4
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steady state
r = Ä
-
-
-
-{ } { }
( )e
tr e
e
tr e
, 8
H k T
H k T
H k T
H k Tp
eq
p,S B S
p,S B S
p,D B D
p,D B D
wherewe have introduced the temperatures
n n
n
w
w w w= + =
G
G - G
+
- +{( ( ) ) ( )}
( ) ( )k T
log 1
, 9r
r
r r r r
r r
n
n n
B
,
, ,
and deﬁned w w≔r n z,r to simplify the notation. The equilibrium temperatures of the reservoirs, as well as the
temperature bias d = -T T TS D, can be controlled to some extent by simplymodifying the detuning of the
cooling laser, as detailed below inﬁgure 4. Let us note that the range of the temperature bias could be extended
by using two normalmodes along different axes as the source/drain reservoirs.
As far as the sympathetic Doppler cooling remains switched on during the transport experiment, and the
spin-phonon exchangemechanism isweaker than the overall cooling rate, the vibrational state of the twomodes
remains frozen in the desired thermal state r r r= =( ) { ( )}t ttrp m peq " t , and the normalmodes can be
considered as an effective biased reservoir for transport. Here, the energy supply of the source reservoir comes
from the laser driving, whereas the absorption of the excess energy in the drain reservoir is stored in the
electromagnetic bath through the dipole-allowed transition.
3.2. Synthetic quantummagnet
Oncewe have discussed the scheme to synthesise the biased reservoirs by laser-cooled collectivemodes, let us
describe how an interacting spin chain(2) can be implemented using an ion crystal [21].We encode the spins
 ñ  ñ∣ ∣, in two long-lived electronic states of the remaining species with energy difference w0 (e.g. in two
hyperﬁne states ñ∣F M, of the +Mg25 groundstatemanifold,  ñ = ñ  ñ = ñ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣2, 2 , 3, 3 ). Therefore, the sums
in equation (2)must be restricted to the sites of the crystal where electronic degrees of freedom remain
unaffected, namely to the sites of the non actively cooled atomic ions.
To induce the spin–spin interaction, we use state-dependent dipole forces that push the ions along the radial
x-, y-axes. This provides a spin-phonon couplingwith vibrationalmodes that are not affected by the continuous
laser cooling of the longitudinal branch, except for the effects of photon recoil which can bemade small (see our
discussion later).While near-resonant forces are already established to implement two-qubit gates for quantum
information processing [45–47], far-detuned forces(2) lead to interacting spinmodels where the radial
phonons act as carriers of the spin–spin interactions that only get excited virtually, and can be adiabatically
eliminated from the dynamics. The local terms in equation (2) correspond to ac-Stark shifts or carrier
transitions [20].
An instance of the paradigmatic synthetic spin chain(2), already implemented in a variety of experiments
[22], is the quantum Isingmodel
s s s= - = ( )h h h J, , 10i ix i j ij iz jz,
which only requires a carrier for the transverse ﬁeld, and a state-dependent force for the Ising interactions. Note
that the relativemagnitude of both terms, and the range of the antiferromagnetic interactions, can be
experimentally controlled.
Using a couple of state-dependent forces, each along a different axes, and exploiting the different trap
frequencies w w¹x y [21], it is also possible to realise the anisotropic XYmodel in a tunable transverse ﬁeld
s s s s s= - = + ( )h h h J J, , 11i iz i j ijx ix jx ijy iy jy,
where the transverse ﬁeld now requires an ac-Stark shift, and all the relativemagnitudes can be engineered
experimentally. A particular limit, the isotropic XYmodel in a strong transverse ﬁeld, can also be obtained by
exploiting a single state-dependent dipole force, leading to s sJij ix jx under a strong transverse ﬁeld sh iz , with
h Jij . In this regime, the dynamics of the trapped-ion chain can be described by theXYmodel with
= =J J Ji jx ijy ij, (11), as demonstrated experimentally in [32, 33]. To get access to the anisotropic regime ¹J Ji jx ijy,
with a single dipole force, one needs to rapidlymodulate the transverse ﬁeld periodically in time, as proposed
in [48].
If we combine these ideas with another state-dependent force along the remaining axes in the same basis as
the strong local term, it is possible to engineer the XXZmodel
s s s s s s s= - = + +^ ( ) ( )∣∣h h h J J, , 12i iz i j ij ix jx iy jy ij iz jz,
where the transverse ﬁeld is stronger than the spin–spin couplings. The dynamics of suchmodels in a strong
transverse ﬁeld [32, 33], or the transport transport phenomena they can give rise to, can be indeed highly non-
trivial and interesting.
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The last, andmost involved possibility, would be consider three state-dependent dipole forces along all of the
axes [21], whichwould lead to aXYZmodel
s s s s s s s= - = + + ( )h h h J J J, , 13i iz i j ijx ix jx ijy iy jy ijz iz jz,
where the ratio of the transverse ﬁeld and all the remaining couplings remains tunable. In order to use the laser-
cooled longitudinalmodes also as carriers of a spin–spin coupling, onemust employ detunings that are larger
than the effective laser-cooling rates, at the expense of obtainingweaker spin–spin couplings [49].
In the following, we shall focus on the energy transport across an Ising chain and not aXYZ chain, and thus
not impose such large detunings (i.e. the considered spin–spin interactionswill be on the same order as those
observed experimentally [22]).We note, however, that onemight be forced to consider this slower regime even
for the simpler Isingmodel if the effect of the laser-cooling recoil on the transverse phonons becomes
problematic (i.e. a diffusive term in themaster equation due to spontaneous photon emission in random
directions, and thus independent of the alignment of the laser-cooling beams [39]). This will occur if the
diffusion becomes faster than the virtual phonon exchange processes responsible for the spin–spin interactions,
compromising thus the validity of the effective spinmodel unless larger detunings are used. Alternatively, one
can place the coolant ion in a node of a laser-cooling standingwave, where this diffusion coefﬁcient vanishes,
and the only effect of the laser cooling on the transversemodes can beminimised by a careful alignment of the
beams along the crystal axis [39].With respect to our previous work [38], although this would imply using again
standing-wave cooling, there is still the advantage that the cooling rates are not required to be as strong as in that
case [38].
To study the energy transport through any of these synthetic quantummagnets, we nowneed to discuss the
energy transfer between the spins and the laser-cooled phonons playing the role of reservoirs.
3.3. Spin-phonon energy exchange
Since the longitudinal vibrationalmodes of an ion chain are well-separated in frequency, we can consider a pair
of laser excitations (e.g. each provided by twoRaman beams for +Mg25 ), with frequencies w w w» -L,S 0 S,
w w w» -L,D 0 D, tuned close to the red sideband [20] of two different normalmodes Î ¼{ }n n N, 1, ,S D . In the
resolved-sideband limit, these terms are analogous to the required energy-exchangemechanism in equation (3),
namely
å å= + +d d- -( ) ( )H t g S a g S ae e H.c., 14
i
i i n z
t
i
i i n z
t
mp ,S ,
i
,D ,
i
S
S
D
D
where s=  ñá + ≔ ∣ ∣Si i i i . Here, the energy-exchange couplings gi r, can be obtained from the individual red-
sideband couplings gi [20] by considering the normal-mode frequencies and displacements
w w= g gi r i i nz z n z, , ,r r , the laser detunings correspond to
d w w w= - -( ) ( )15r r n zL, 0 ,r
andwe areworking in an interaction picture. Since each of the reservoirs is, in principle, coupled to all of the
spins in the syntheticmagnet, the trapped-ion transport scheme depicted inﬁgure 2 resembles the transverse
energy transport (see ﬁgure 1(b)). In order to achieve the trapped-ion analogue of the longitudinal transport
depicted inﬁgure 1(a), a possibility would be to use axial resolved-sideband laser beamswith single-site
addressing, such that only the leftmost (rightmost) ion is coupled to the source (drain)mode d=g gi i,S 1,S ,1
( d= )g gi N i N,D ,S , . In our context, this can be achieved by using twopairs of tightly focusedRaman beams incident
on each boundary ion, such that their resultingwave-vector lies parallel to the crystal axis, and thus a Raman
transition can be tuned to the sideband involving that particular ion, and the corresponding longitudinalmode.
Although possible in principle, given the inter-ion distances ~d 1–10 μm,we note that individual
addressability of sidebands has only been achieved for optical qubits so far [50], and it would certainly add onto
the complexity of the proposal. Hence, wewill focus on the transverse transport scenario fromnowon.
Once the trapped-ion energy exchangemechanismhas been introduced, and the expression of the energy-
exchange couplings gi r, explicitly given, we can revisit the crucial point raised in section 3.1: to consider the two
vibrationalmodes as reservoirs, their state r r r= =( ) { ( )}t ttrp m peq " t must remain unperturbed(8),
regardless of their couplingwith themagnetic system. This sets a limitation on the possible strengths of the
energy-exchange couplingswith respect to the cooling rates
k G - G- +∣ ∣ ≔ { } ( )g 2Re , 16i r r n n, , ,r r
which implies that the resulting damping rates kr from the interplay of the cooling and heating processes in
equation (6)must bemuch stronger. In this case, the state of the laser-cooledmodes is effectively frozen, such
that they play the role of the thermal reservoirs.
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3.4. Transition rates and transport window
Having introduced all the independently controllable ingredients of the trapped-ion transport toolbox in the
previous sections, we shall nowdescribe how to calculate the analogue of the transition rates Gi f used in the
conventional orthodox theory of quantum electronic transport [29]. In this theory, such rates are calculated by
means of Fermi’s golden rule, and turn out to be proportional to the density of states and the Fermi–Dirac
distribution of themetallic leads that act as the source/drain reservoirs. One typically assumes thewide-band
limit, where the lead’s density of statesD e( )r is featureless. On the other hand, the Fermi–Dirac distribution
f e( )r , which can be controlled by the external voltages biasing the leads, plays a fundamental role in determining
the electric current in nano-scale devices: electrons can only propagate across the device provided that the source
reservoir features electrons of the required energy to tunnel into the device, while the drain reservoir has to
provide vacancies at the energy of the electron trying to enter from the device. Therefore, Pauli exclusion
principle deﬁnes the electronic transport window that is crucial for the theory of quantum transport in
nanostructures (seeﬁgure 3(a)). In contrast, the standard setup of energy transport through quantummagnets
of section 2, involves a pair of temperature-biased bosonic reservoirs, such that one cannot rely on the fermionic
statistics to deﬁne a transport window.However, we can engineer the reservoir’s density of states in order to
obtain a similar transport window, despite the Bose–Einstein statistics of the phonons (seeﬁgure 3(b)), while
achieving a full control of its characteristics. In the following, we showhow that is possible for the trapped-ion
setups.
The calculation of the transition rates ismore involved in this case than in the orthodox theory of electronic
transport, as we have amixture of coherent and dissipative dynamics, which can be treated using the formalism
of quantummaster equations [42]. The use of quantummaster equations in the theory of electronic transport is
an alternative tomore common approaches [15], such as the scattering formalismor non-equilibriumGreen’s
functions, and is gainingmore attention recently [43]. In contrast to these othermethods, and in addition to
bringing up the possibility of describing transient effects, quantummaster equations have the advantage that
strong-correlation effects within the device need not be treated perturbatively. In our case, themixture of
coherent and dissipative dynamics forbids applying the standard formalism to treat transport withmaster
equations [43], which assumes a purelyHamiltonian description from the beginning. However, we show that
one can apply adiabatic elimination techniques in the theory of open quantum systems [44] in this context, and
obtain a quantummaster equation for energy transport through our syntheticmagnet.
To proceed further, let us consider the formal diagonalisation of the spinmodel(2) corresponding to any of
the possible synthetic realisations(10)–(13), namely
åe e e= ñá∣ ∣ ( )
ℓ
ℓ ℓ ℓH , 17m
where e ñ∣ ℓ are themagnetic eigenstates, and eℓ the associated energies.Working in an interaction picture that
also includes the spinmodel, the energy-exchange term(3) becomes
Figure 2.Energy transport in an ion quantummagnet: the effective transport reservoirs correspond, in the trapped ion setup, to only a
couple of normalmodes that are laser cooled to different temperatures. The interacting spinmodel is composed of pseudo-spins
corresponding to a couple of electronic levels, such that spin–spin interaction can bemediated by phonons. The energy exchange
between the syntheticmagnet and the reservoirs occurs transversally to the effective spin chain, however, bestmediated via axial laser
excitations in the resolved-sideband regime.
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wherewe have introduced the transition operators, transition frequencies, and transition coupling strengths
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The complete coherent and dissipative elements of the dynamics can then be expressed as amaster equation
r r= +˙ ( ) ( ) ( ) t t0 1 , where r r=( ) ( ) 0 p is the laser-cooling super-operator(5), and
r r= -( ) [ ( ) ] H ti ,1 mp is the Liouville super-operator associated to equation (18). Provided that the
condition(16) is fulﬁlled, we can assume that the effective reservoirs remain unchanged during thewhole
evolution, and thus adiabatically eliminate them from the dynamics by using projection-operator techniques
[44]. To lowest-order, the transport through the quantummagnet can be described by
òr r= -¥{ }˙ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )  t s t t s ttr d e , 20sm p
0
1 1
0
wherewe have introduced the projector r= Ä { }O Otrpeq p onto the reservoirs steady state(8), and the
reduced densitymatrix of the quantummagnet r r=( ) { ( )}t ttrm p .
The resultingmaster equation for themagnetic degrees of freedom,which can be obtained by applying the
quantum regression theorem to evaluate the lesser/greater single-particle Green’s functions of the laser-cooled
phonons, becomes
år e e e e r r= - D + D ñá +˙ ( ) ( )∣ ∣ ( ) ( ( )) ( )
ℓ
ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ 
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥t t ti , , 21m ,S ,D m m m
wherewe have introduced Lamb-type shifts of the quatummagnet energy levels(17) caused by their coupling to
the source/drain Î { }r S, D reservoirs
åe d wd w kD = -
-
- +¢
¢ ¢
¢
∣ ˜ ∣ ( )
( ) ( )
( )ℓ
ℓ
ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ
ℓ ℓ
g
2
. 22r
r r
r r
,
, ,
2
,
,
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More relevant to the problemof quantum transport is the dissipative Lindblad-type super-operator
å år r r= - +
¢ =+ -
¢ ¢ ¢ ¢( ) ( ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ) ( )
ℓ ℓ
ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ
† † L L L L1
2
H.c., 23
s
s s s sm m
, ,
, , , , , , , , m
Figure 3.Transport window in fermionic and bosonic currents: transport in nano-structures can be described by the tunneling of carriers
fromone reservoir onto the nano-device, and then onto the remaining reservoir. Such tunneling events involve a transition between
two energy levels e eñ  ñ¢∣ ∣ℓ ℓ of the nano-device, with a transition frequency w e e= -¢ ¢ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ, . (a) In electronic transport, current
can ﬂow through that particular channel if the transition frequency lies within the transport window,which is deﬁned by the overlap
of the Fermi–Dirac distributions for source electrons f e( )S , and drain vacancies f e- ( )1 ,D respectively, and is represented by a
shadowed grey area in theﬁgure. This window is controlled by the bias voltages V V,S D, and the leads temperatures T T,S D. (b) In
energy transport, a similar transport window can be deﬁned by the overlap of the density of states of the source D e( )S and drain
D e( )D reservoirs, which can be controlled by the parameters that control themaximum d d,S D andwidth k k,S D of the source–drain
density of states.
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wherewe have introduced the jump operators
= G ¢ + G ¢
= G ¢ + G ¢
¢ + ¢
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, , , 24
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which describe the quantum jumps e eñ  ñ¢∣ ∣ℓ ℓ by the transfer of an energy quantum from the reservoirs onto
themagnet G ¢ℓ ℓ( ),rM , or from themagnet onto the reservoirs G ¢ℓ ℓ( ),rM . The transition rates can be expressed
as follows
D n
D n
p w w
p w w
G ¢ =
G ¢ = +
¢ ¢
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ℓ ℓ
ℓ ℓ
( ) ∣ ˜ ∣ ( ) ( )
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which depend on the Bose–Einstein distribution of the thermal reservoirs n e = -e( ) ( )1 e 1r k TrB , and also on
a Lorentzian density of states for each of the reservoirs
D e p
k
e d k= - +( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1
2 2
. 26r
r
r r
2 2
This effective density of states describes the broadening of the normalmodes playing the role of the reservoirs
caused by their coupling to the electromagnetic bath through the laser-cooling process, and also appears in the
theory of spontaneous emission inside a leaky cavity [51].
We have ﬁnally obtained and expression of the transition rates, which can be compared to the conventional
orthodox theory of electronic quantum transport [29], and exploited to revisit the discussion about the transport
window at the beginning of this section. The rate G ¢ℓ ℓ( ),rM , describing the transfer of an energy quantum from
themagnet onto the reservoirs, displays a bosonic ampliﬁcation n e+ ( )1 r , which differs crucially from the
fermionic suppression f e- ( )1 r of the electronic case. This difference forbids the deﬁnition of an energy
transport window similar to the electronic transport windowofﬁgure 3(a), since the energy transfer does not
require an empty level in the drain reservoir. The other crucial difference with respect to the orthodox theory of
electronic transport, which assumes a featureless density of states of themetallic leads, is the appearance of a
Lorentzian-shaped density of statesD e( )r for the thermal reservoirs, whose centre andwidth can be controlled
by tuning the parameters of the laser beams inducing the energy exchange(14), and the laser cooling(5),
respectively. As depicted inﬁgure 3(b), one can envisage exploiting such density of states in order to engineer a
similar transport window for theﬂowof energy quanta through the quantummagnet. This opens a vast amount
of possibilities of observing interesting quantum effects in the transport of energy that had been restricted to
electronic currents so far, such as the so-called single-electron boxes, single-electron transistors, or Coulomb-
blockade effects [29].
In the context of trapped ions, this transport scheme adds onto the toolbox of sympathetic dissipative gadgets,
where the ability to control the effective density of states, or equivalently the spectral density, has been exploited
to propose schemes for dissipation-assisted two-qubit gates [49], and for the dissipative generation ofmulti-
particle entangled states [52].
4. Ising blockade for energy transport
To illustrate the prospects of the trapped-ion energy transport scheme, we apply the general formalism
presented in section 3 to a phenomenon of particular relevance already discussed in the introduction of this
manuscript: controlling energy transport at the single quantum level bymeans of an analogue of thewell-known
Coulomb-blockade effect [4, 29].We discuss the energy transport through an Ising dimer connected to a pair of
temperature-biased transport reservoirs.Moreover, its implementationwith trapped-ion setupswould provide
a clean realisation of the transport toolbox.
For the sake of concreteness, let us consider a three-ion +Mg25 – +Mg26 – +Mg25 crystal, where the inner ion is
Doppler cooled by a traveling-wave laser beamwith a frequency close to +Mg26 dipole-allowed transition
3S1 2–3P1 2. By the sympathetic cooling described in section 3.1, the collective longitudinalmodes are
continuously pumped into the thermal state(8). For our particularmixed-species crystal, these normalmodes
are only slightly perturbedwith respect to those of a single-species crystal [53]. In particular, the lowest- and
highest-frequencymodes, the so-called centre-of-mass =n 1S and egyptian =n 3D modes, are separated in
frequencies by a large energy gap. Thus, we can address them individually with the red-sideband laser excitations
described in equation (14), such that these sympathetically cooledmodes play the role of the source–drain
reservoirs of equation (8), whose temperature bias is depicted inﬁgure 4.
To apply the general formalismof section 3, let us start by diagonalising the Isingmodel(10) for a vanishing
transverse ﬁeld, which describes the antiferromagnetic spin–spin interactions between the two outer ions
+Mg25 – +Mg26 – +Mg25 mediated by the radial phonons. The eigenstates and energies are
9
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To simplify the analysis further, we exploit the conﬁguration of the isotopes, which leads to symmetric
displacements = nz nz1, 3,r r of the outer +Mg25 ions in both normalmodes. If thewavelengths of the Raman
beams that yield the red-sideband excitations(3) are adjusted adequately with respect to the inter-ion distance,
oneﬁnds that the energy-exchange couplings in that expression are homogeneous =g gi r r, . In this situation, the
singlet state e ñ = ñ - ñ∣ (∣ ∣ ) 2S gets decoupled from the transport channels. This is the non-equilibrium
transport analogue of the sub-radiant decay channel of two distant atoms strongly coupled to the
electromagnetic bath, and the associated singlet dark state in the spontaneous emission [54].
Accordingly, the energy transport gets simpliﬁed, as we only need to consider three states
e e
e e e
= ñ = ñ + ñ
= ñ = ñ ñ = ñ
¢
¢
∣ (∣ ∣ )
∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )
ℓ
ℓ   J
0, 2 ,
2 , , . 28
T
Due to the particular formof the energy-exchange term(14), the only transitions allowed form theV-scheme
depicted inﬁgure 5, corresponding to a couple of transport channels for the ﬂowof energy through the Ising
dimer. Using the general expressions(25), we ﬁnd that the particular rates connecting e eñ « ñ∣ ∣ T are governed
by the effective density of states evaluated at positive frequencies
D n
D n
p w
p w
G = + +
G = +
( ) ∣ ∣ ( )( ( ))
( ) ∣ ∣ ( ) ( ) ( )
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
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Conversely, the rates connecting e eñ « ñ∣ ∣ T depend on the effective density of states evaluated at negative
frequencies
D n
D n
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p w
G = - +
G = -
( ) ∣ ∣ ( )( ( ))
( ) ∣ ∣ ( ) ( ) ( )


T g J
T g J
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Provided that (i) the centres of the Lorentzian densities(26), which are controlled by the red-sideband
detunings dr (15), lie at negative frequencies d » - J2r , and (ii) thewidth of the Lorentzian densities(26), which
are controlled by the laser-cooling rates(16) given by the rates(7), fulﬁl k Jr  , then one can ensure that only
the transport channel e eñ « ñ∣ ∣ T will be active (see ﬁgure 5). In this regime, the transportmaster equation (21)
for the single-channel populations can be easily solved, leading to the steady state r r= å ñá ¢¢ ¢ ℓ ℓ∣ ∣ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓmeq , ,eq that
displays the following diagonal terms
Figure 4.Temperatures of the laser-cooled effective reservoirs: (main panel) temperature of the laser-cooled centre-of-massmode acting
as the source reservoir, and temperature difference between the centre-of-mass and egyptianmode (inset) of a three-ion
+Mg25 – +Mg26 – +Mg25 crystal, as a function of the detuning of the laser with respect to a dipole allowed transition of +Mg26 . Parameters
considered: trap frequency w p =2 1 MHzz , natural decay rate pG =2 41.4 MHz, cooling laser in a traveling-wave conﬁguration
with Rabi frequency W = G 2L , and various detuningsDL with respect to the 3S1 2–3P1 2 transition.
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wherewe introduced G = å G + å G( ) ( ) T T, ,r r r rtot M M , and assumed that the initial state of the quantum
magnet has no population on the transport dark state (e.g. r = ñá( ) ∣ ∣ 0m ).Moreover, calculating the current
of energy quanta ﬂowing through the synthetic quantummagnet from the source reservoir
r r= G - G( ) ( )  I T T, , T TS MS ,eq SM ,eq , leads to the following expression
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Let us highlight the following physical predictions of this expression: (i) energywillﬂow through the synthetic
magnet from the hotter source reservoir into the colder drain reservoir, since n nw w>( ) ( )S S D D . (ii) In general,
the energy current violates Fourier’s law of heat conduction since the proportionality coefﬁcient of
n nw wµ -( ( ) ( ))IS S S D D does also depend on the temperature of the reservoirs, and not only on features of the
system.Note that violations of Fourier’s law abound at themicroscopic level [55], similarly to the violations of
Ohm’s law in the electronic transport though nano-devices [5]. (iii)The energy current depends on the overlap
of the Lorentzian densities of states of both reservoirs D Dµ - -( ) ( )I J J2 2S S D evaluated at an energy that
depends on the Ising interaction strength. Unless the transport window, deﬁned by the overlap of both
Lorentzians, contains the region around- J2 , energy transport will be blockaded »I 0S since the spins e ñ∣  do
not have the required energy to overcome the Ising gap to populate the Bell state e ñ∣ T . This phenomenon is the
energy-transport analogue of Coulombblockade in electronic devices, and it can be understood as an Ising
blockademechanism of energy transport through the synthetic quantummagnet.
We now test the validity of equation (32) by a numerical comparisonwith the full transportmaster
equation (21) containing the two transport channels with rates(29)–(30) for the +Mg25 – +Mg26 – +Mg25 crystal.
Inﬁgure 6(a), we represent in a solid line the calculated asymptotic current after solving numerically themaster
equation as a function of the inverted laser detunings d- r of the red-sideband excitations, considering an initial
state r = ñá( ) ∣ ∣ 0m .We observe that the energy transport is Ising-blockaded, except for detunings d » - J2r ,
where the transport window contains the channel(30), and energy is allowed toﬂow through the synthetic
magnet. In the inset of this ﬁgure, we compare the Ising-blockaded oscillationwith the theoretical
prediction(32) based on the single-channel approximation, andwe observe a very good agreement. As occurs in
an electronic single-electron transistor [29], where electrons tunnel sequentially through ametallic island one by
Figure 5.Energy transport through an Ising dimer: the energy transport through a couple of interacting Ising spins can occur via two
possible transport channels that involve the transitions e eñ « ñ∣ ∣ T , or e eñ « ñ∣ ∣ T in the Isingmagnet, induced by the absorption/
emission of an energy quantum from/into the biased reservoirs. Controlling the Lorenztian density of states of the synthetic reservoirs
D e p=
k
e d k- +( ) ( ) ( )
1
2
r 2
r
r r
2 2 , a single transport channel can be selected since the transport rates for one channel fulﬁll
DG G µ +( ) ( ) ( ) T T J, , , 2r r rM M , whereas DG G µ -( ) ( ) ( ) T T J, , , 2r r rM M . In theﬁgure, we showhow the channel
e eñ « ñ∣ ∣ T is selected, when the Lorentzians are centered at negative frequencies by using negative laser detunings d » - J2r , and
their width controlled by the laser cooling rates is restricted to k J4r  , such that no overlapwith the remaining channel is allowed.
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onewhen an applied gate voltage sets the Coulomb-blockaded channel within the transport window, the energy
quanta also tunnel one by one through our syntheticmagnet when the laser detunings fulﬁl d » - J2r . Since
these detunings depend on the transition frequency of the electronic levels conforming the spins w0, and this
frequency is shifted through the Zeeman effect, the role of the gate voltage in the single-electron transistor can be
played by an externalmagnetic ﬁeld in our setup, leading to an analogue single-quantum energy transistor.
Inﬁgure 6(b), we study how the Ising blockade is lifted as the transport windowbecomeswider andwider.
We observe that, as one increases the laser-cooling rates corresponding to the Lorentzianwidths kr , the Ising
blockade peak broadens signaling that energy transport can also occurwithin a larger bandwidth.Moreover, the
second transport channel gets activated as k  Jr , andwe observe how a second peak in the energy current rises
at negative detunings.
5. Energy currentmeasurements
The experimental study of energy transport through nano-structures is hampered by the lack of a controllable
device that canmeasure energy/heat currents directly [7]. This questionwas addressed in [38], which considered
Figure 6. Ising blockade of energy transport: asymptotic energy current through the quantummagnet as a function of the detunings of
the energy-exchangemechanism.We consider the regime of awell-resolved single transport channel k Jr  in (a), and study how the
current is changed as one leaves this regime k  Jr in (b). Parameters considered: trap frequency w p =2 1 MHzz , natural decay
rate pG =2 41.4 MHz, cooling laser in a traveling-wave conﬁgurationwith detuningD = G 2L , and various cooling strengths that
can be tuned through the laser Rabi frequency W G Î ´ ´ ´ ´- - - -{ }4 10 , 8 10 , 1.6 10 , 3.2 10L 3 3 2 2 , which lead to the cooling
rates kr of (b). For the syntheticmagnet, we consider far-detuned state-dependent dipole force with detuning d w= 0.1 xL for a radial
trap frequency w p =2 4 MHzx (i.e. w w d= +xL L), and a strength in the far-detuned regime d=Fx 0.10 L, leading to
antiferromagnetic Ising couplings p =J 2 0.16 kHz. This value of the spin–spin interactions is obtained though
w w= å - +( ) ( ) J Fx c.c.n n n n0 2 1, 2, L , where n1, are the displacements for the vibrational normalmode of frequency wn.
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a Ramsey schemewhereby an additional qubit serves as a quantum sensor to probe the relevant observables. The
qubit gathers information about themean energy current, and its ﬂuctuation spectrum at zero frequency, while
minimally perturbing the non-equilibrium steady state that supports the energy current. Unfortunately, this
scheme is quite speciﬁc to the situationwhere energyﬂows via the vibrational excitations of the ion crystal.
Moreover, themeasurement scheme requires additional laser beams to implement a spin-dependent version of
the photon-assisted tunneling of vibrational excitations in the ion crystal [56], which is essential tomap the
information of the energy current onto the phase of the qubit.
In this section, we take a different approach, and devise amore directmeasurement scheme for the energy
current at the expense of destroying the non-equilibrium steady-state after eachmeasurement. Therefore, the
steady state of the biased quantummagnetmust be prepared before each of themeasurements. Themain idea is
that if the coupling of the syntheticmagnet to the drain reservoir(14) is suddenly switched off, the evolution of
themagnet populations at very short times encodes the expectation value of the energy current.
In order to prove the above statement, let us consider the Ising-blockadedmagnet of the previous section,
which is described by the transportmaster equation (21)with the rates of the relevant channel(30). After the
magnet has equilibrated to the state(31) during the interval < <t t0 q, such that t tq eq and teq is the
equilibration time, we quench the systemby switching off its coupling to the drain reservoir at =t tq, namely
=( )g t 0D q . The evolution of the populations for >t tq is described by the following rate equations
r r r
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By formally integrating these equations, and introducing the solution iteratively a couple of times, oneﬁnds that
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Since the state r ( )tm q at the beginning of the quench is the equilibrium state(31), weﬁnd that the time evolution
at very short times fulﬁlls
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where IS is precisely the expectation value of the energy current in equation (32).
Themeasurement scheme for the energy current can be thus described as follows: (i) prepare themagnetic
system in state r = ñá( ) ∣ ∣ 0m by optical pumping [20], and let it equilibrate with the biased laser-cooled
modes playing the role of the reservoirs for a time tq. (ii)Switch off all the laser couplings, such that the
populations of the quantummagnet get frozen at =t tq. (iii)Measure the spin population
r r= á ñ( ) ∣ ( )∣   t t, q m q through state-dependent ﬂuorescence in a cycling transition of the ion crystal [20].
(iv)Repeat the above steps (i)–(iii), but quenching the coupling to the drain reservoir precisely at =t tq, and
letting the system evolve for a very short additional timeD G G- -t ,SM1 MS1 before switching off all laser couplings
to freeze themagnetic populations, thus obtaining r r+ D = á + D ñ( ) ∣ ( )∣   t t t t, q m q . (iv) Infer the energy
current from the ratio of equation (35).
According to this scheme, one can validate our derivation of the energy current(32), and the quantum
phenomenon of Ising blockade in the transport of energy. Let us note that it is also possible tomeasure how the
system equilibrates with all the related transient phenomena, by sweeping over different values of tq. The
available time resolution in switching on/off the laser couplings, which can easily reach sub-μs, ismore than
enough in the context of the slower transport dynamics of our scheme.Weﬁnally remark that, even if
decoherence affects the internal degrees of freedom via external ﬂuctuatingmagnetic ﬁelds, theseﬁelds are
typically homogeneous along such small ion crystals, andwill notmodify the deﬁnition of the relevant transport
channels.Moreover, since the dynamics of the populations in the transport is described by rate equations, such
that coherences between the different transport channels are not relevant, the predictedCoulomb blockade in
the energy transport should be insensitive to such sources of decoherence. Only the presence ofﬂuctuating
magnetic-ﬁeld gradients can induce a coupling between the triplet and singlet levels, such that amore general
description of the transport channelsmight be required. Anyhow, since theCoulomb-blockade effect relies on
the energetic splitting of the different levels, its signatures should still be present in this situation.
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6. Conclusions and outlook
Wehave proposed a scheme to study the quantum transport of energy through synthetic quantummagnets
implementedwithCoulomb crystals of trapped atomic ions. By exploiting sympathetic cooling in amixed
Coulomb crystal, a pair of temperature-biased thermal reservoirs can bemimicked via two laser-cooled
longitudinalmodes of the crystal. The analogue of themicroscopic scatteringmechanism that leads to the energy
exchange between lattice vibrations and themagneticmoments required for energy transport in in solids can be
realised by resolved laser-driven red-sideband couplings, whereas the interactionswithin themagnet can be
designed at will by phonon-mediated spin–spin couplings induced by far-detuned state-dependent dipole
forces.
We have derived a general quantummaster equation for the transport of energy, and applied it to the
particular case of an Ising dimer, wherewe have found the energy-transport counterpart of the Coulomb
blockademechanism. This opens the possibility of exploring a variety of quantum effects in energy/heat
transport that had been previously restricted to the realmof electronic transport. By quenching the coupling of
themagnet to the drain reservoir, andmeasuring certain populations by state-dependent ﬂuorescence of the ion
crystal for very short times, we have shown that the energy current can be inferred, and the prediction of the
blockade can be addressed in a trapped-ion experiment.
The proposed toolbox can also address effects that go beyond the derived quantummaster equation, and
would require a systematic extension to higher orders of the adiabatic elimination in equation (20). For instance,
since the ratio of the energy-exchange coupling and the Ising interaction strength can bemodiﬁed at will, one
can study the effects of energy co-tunneling in the Ising-blockaded regime or, ultimately, the possibility of
observing the energy counterpart of the Kondo effect in quantum electronic transport [57]. To study this
phenomenonwould require to incorporate non-Markovian effects in the theoretical treatment, as the ratio of
the energy-exchange coupling and the laser cooling increases, and the current description based on
equation (20), or higher orders, is no longer valid. The possibility ofmapping similar driven-dissipative systems
onto an effective spin-bosonHamiltonian [58], amodel wheremany non-perturbative techniques have been
developed over the years [59], is an attractive avenue of research to explore suchKondo-type effects in energy
transport.We note that the predictions could be testedwith the proposed quantum simulator, as the relevant
parameters k∣ ∣g J, ,i r r ij, are independently tunable.
By adding a transverse ﬁeld to the Isingmodel(10), and considering scaling our scheme to larger ion chains,
one could explore the consequences of quantumphase transition in the transport of energy, and even search for
the predicted signatures of quantum criticality in the observed transverse currents [60]. This is a very interesting
effect, where properties of a quantummany-body system at equilibrium (i.e. the critical behaviour close to a
quantumphase transition in this case), havemeasurable consequences in a non-equilibrium setup involving
dissipative dynamics. In analogy to the coherent adiabatic dynamics across a phase transition [61], where the
density of excitations created during the evolution contains information about the critical exponents of the
equilibrium theory, the non-equilibrium steady-state energy current depends on the equilibrium critical
exponents, a phenomenon that is beyond linear response theory [60]. Regarding the experimental feasibility of
this extension, we note that (i) sympathetic Doppler cooling(5)–(7), and (ii) effective spin–spin
interactions(10) of ion chains up to ~N 10–20 ions is realistic considering state-of-the-art technology [22] (in
the regime of interest, sympathetic Doppler cooling shouldwork similarly to the standardDoppler cooling (7)).
For larger ion chains, onewould have to consider the fact that the vibrational spectrumgets denser, and at some
point (iii) the sidebands shall not be able to resolve two particularmodes(3). However, we believe that this is not
a fundamental limitation, as it wouldmean that the spins are coupled tomultiple effective source–drain
reservoirs around two given frequencies (i.e. those of the laser beams), and the above formulas could be
generalised directly by summing over all those reservoirs.More compellingwould be the need of describing
efﬁcientmeasurement protocols for the heat current, as we have done for the small ion chains in equation (35).
We believe that the physical principle that underlies our scheme should hold independently of the length of the
ion chain, namely that the evolution of themagnet at very short times encodes the expectation value of the
energy current when the coupling to the drain reservoir(14) is suddenly switched off. However, amore careful
analysis for the particular effects explained above, and the spin populations that need to be observed, would be
required in the future.
Finally, let us comment on another interesting direction for the proposed quantum simulator. Ifmore
complex spinmodels, such as the anisotropicHeisenberg or XXZmodel(12), become achievable using trapped-
ion platforms, it would be very interesting to study different types of system-reservoir couplings(14), such that
transport across themagnet in a Luttinger-liquid phase can be studied by bosonisation [62], and the predictions
testedwith the quantum simulator.
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